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Abstract

The structures of the oxidized and reduced forms of the rubredoxin from the archaebacterium, Pyrococcus furiosus, an organism that grows optimally at 100 "C, have been determined by X-ray crystallography to a resolution

of 1.8 A. Crystals of this rubredoxin grow in space group P2,2,21 with room temperature cell dimensions a =
34.6 A, b = 35.5 A, and c = 44.4 A. Initial phases were determined by the method of molecular replacement using
the oxidized form of the rubredoxin from the mesophilic eubacterium, Clostridium pasteurianum, as a starting
model. The oxidizedand reduced models ofP. furiosus rubredoxin eachcontain 414 nonhydrogen protein atoms
comprising 53 residues. The model of the oxidized form contains 61 solvent H,O oxygen atoms and has been refined with X-PLOR and TNT to a final R = 0.178 with root mean square (rms) deviationsfrom ideality in bond
distances and bond angles of 0.014 A and 2.06", respectively. The model of the reduced form contains 37 solvent H 2 0 oxygen atoms and has been refined to R = 0.193 with rms deviationsfrom ideality in bond lengths of
0.012 A and in bond angles of 1.95". The overall structure of P. furiosus rtibredoxin is similar to the structures
of mesophilic rubredoxins, with the exception of a more extensive hydrogen-bonding networkin the @-sheet region and multiple electrostaticinteractions (salt bridge, hydrogen bonds) of the Glu 14 side chain withgroups on
three other residues (the amino-terminal nitrogen of Ala 1; the indole nitrogenof Trp 3; and the amide nitrogen
group of Phe 29). The influence of theseand other features upon the thermostability of the I? furiosus protein
is discussed.
Keywords: electron transfer proteins; protein stability; protein structure; rubredoxin; thermostability
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Fig. 1. Sequence alignment for the rubredoxins from anaerobic bacteria (Blake et al., 1991). The topfive sequences are for the
rubredoxins whose X-ray structures have been solved. The conserved cysteines are given in boldface. The symbols U and I indicate residues that are unique to RdPf and residues that are strictly conserved in all known rubredoxins, respectively. Residue
numbers correspond to the RdPf sequence, which has one less residue at the amino-terminus than the other rubredoxins. The
abbreviations and references are: RdPf,Pyrococcusfuriosus (Blake et al., 1991); RdDg, Desulfovibrio gigas (Bruschi, 1976a);
RdDv, Desulfovibrio vulgaris(Bruschi, 1976b); RdCp, Clostridium pasteurianum(Watenpaugh et al., 1973; Yasunobo & Tanaka,
1983); RdDd, Desulfovibrio desulfuricans(Horme1et al., 1986); Cpf, CIostridiumperf~ingens(Seki et al., 1989); Cts, Clostridium thermosaccharolyticum(Meyer et al., 1990); Cbt, Chlorobium thiosulfatophilum (Woolley et al., 1987); DvM, D. vulgaris
strain Miyazaki (Shimizuet al., 1989); DvH, D. vulgaris strain Hildenborough (Bruschi, 1976b; Voordouw, 1988); Me,
Megasphaera
elsdenii (Bachmeyer et al., 1968b); Pa, Peptococcus aerogenes (Bachmeyer et al., 1968a); Bm, Butyribacterium methylotrophicum (Saeki et al., 1989).

optimal growth temperatureof 100 "C, itis considered to
be a hyperthermophile. Asexpected from the growth conditions for P. furiosus, the rubredoxin from this organism (RdPf) exhibits significant thermostability, as the
UV-visible and EPR properties of the protein are unaffected after a24-h incubation at 95 "C (Blake et al., 1991).
In contrast, rubredoxins from
mesophilic bacteria are less
thermostable; RdCp is rapidly denatured at 80 "C (Lovenberg & Sobel, 1965), whereas RdDg loses 50% of its
visible absorption after -2 h at 80°C (Papavassilou &
Hatchikian, 1985). Consequently, RdPf provides the opportunity to study factors thatinfluence the extreme thermostability of this protein and hence to examine structural
features thatmay be important to thethermostability of
proteins in general. This paperdescribes the three-dimensional X-ray structures of the oxidized and the reduced
forms of the rubredoxin fromP. furiosus determined at
1.8 A. Features of the structure that may be significant
to the increased stability of this protein at extreme temperatures are discussed.
Experimental

Crystallization
The growth off? furiosus and theisolation of rubredoxin
(RdPf) were as previously described (Bryant & Adams,
1989; Blake et al., 1991). Crystals of the oxidized form
of rubredoxin were grown using the hanging drop method
by equilibrating a4-pL drop against a solution containing
30% 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol, 2.2 M (NH4)2S04, and
0.1 M Tris-HCI,pH 8.5. The dropcontained 2pL of protein solution (-60 mg/mL protein, 0.3 M NaCl, and

50 mM Tris-HC1, pH 8.0) and 2 pL of buffered ammonium sulfate solution(3.2 M (NH4)2S04 and
0.15 M TrisHCl,pH
8.5).
Deep
red
rectangular
crystals
of
approximate dimensions 0.3X 0.3 x 0.4 mm grew overnight in the orthorhombicspace group P212121with unit
cell dimensions of a = 34.6 A , b = 35.5 A,c = 44.4
and V = 54,536 A 3 . Assuming four molecules in the unit
cell, the ratio of volume
to molecular weight (Matthews,
1968), V,, is calculated to be 2.30 A3/Da. At low temperature (-161 "C) the unit cell dimensions each shrink by
approximately 2.5% to a = 33.8 A,b = 34.6 A,and c =
43.4 A with a corresponding 7% loss in volume to V =
50,755 A 3 .
Crystals of the reduced form of rubredoxin were obtained by adding a minimum amount(several grains) of
sodium dithionite (Na2SZO4)
to drops containing crystals
of the oxidized form of rubredoxin. Upon addition of
sodium dithionite, the crystals gradually
lose their deepred
color over a period of 1-2 min, becoming colorless and
extremely fragile. When the crystals became colorless, they
were removed from the drop and mounted on
a glass
spatula for data collection and immediately placed into
a -161 "C stream of Nz. The space group and
measured
unit cell dimensions are virtually identical to those of
the oxidized form (P2,2,2,, a = 33.8 A,b = 34.5 A,c =
43.2 A , and V = 50,375 A3).

A,

Data collection
All intensity data were collected on a Siemens X-1000
area detector with the crystal to detector distance set at
8.0 cm. Cu KCY(X = 1.5418 A) radiation was generated
by a Siemens rotating anodegenerator operating at 4.5 kW
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(50 kV x 90mA) with a graphite monochromator. For low
temperature data collection, the crystals were cooled to
- 161 "C with a stream of cold nitrogen generated
by a Siemens LT-2A lowtemperature device, employingthe cryocrystallographic techniques of Hope (1988, 1990).
Data for initial phasing and model building were collected at room temperature to a maximum resolution of
2.2 A with the detector center set at 28 = 10". Unfortunately, the crystal dissolved during data collection and it
was not possible to obtain datafrom a second orientation.
The datawere integrated using XENGEN (Howard et al.,
1987) and scaled using the program package ROCKS
(Bethge, 1984; Reeke, 1984). The resulting data set (2,322
reflections) was 66.9% complete to 2.2 A with Rmerge=
8.8% (see Table 1). Data used for the refinement of the
structure were collected at -161 "C from asingle crystal
of the oxidized form to a maximum resolution of 1 . 1 A ,
employing two orientations of the area detector. Data
to
1.8 A resolution were collected withthe detector centered
at 213 = 20". Data between 2.8 A and 1 . 1 A resolution were
collected with the detector at 28 = 60".The data were integrated, scaled, and merged using XENGEN, resulting
in a dataset (17,366 reflections) 81.2% complete to 1 . 1 A
with Rmerge
= 4.4% (see Table 1).
Data were collected at - 161 "C from asingle crystal of
the reduced form to a maximum resolution of 1.5 A with
a single setting of the detector at 28 = 30". Data were integrated, scaled, and merged as above. The final data set
containing 7,859 reflections is 98.7% complete to 1.6 A
and 90.9% complete to 1.5 A with R,,,,, = 3.7%.

Structure determination
The structureof oxidized RdPf was solvedby molecular
replacement, using as the search model 337 atoms (excluding Fe)common to RdPf and RdCp. Rotationfunctions
were calculated with the fast rotation function of Crowther (1972), using all measured reflections between 8 and
3 A and integration radii varying between 12 and 20 A.

The oriented molecule was positioned the
in cell bya bruteforce translation search using reflections between 6.5 and
3.5 A resolution. A solution was found with a correlation
coefficient of 0.54 that was 50% greater than the next
highest peak. The R-factor (R = C I IF, I - IF, I I /C IF, I )
for the rotated and translated model (calculated with
the refinement package TNT [Tronrud et al., 19871) was
R = 0.45.
Refinement
Oxidized form
The 337 atoms of the startingmodel (excluding the Fe
atom) were refined as a rigid body against data in the resolution range between 1 1 and 2.5 A,using the refinement package TNT. The initial model rotated by lessthan
0.1 " and translated by less than 0.002 A along any axis,
lowering the R-factor from 0.45 to 0.41. Calculation of
F, - F, and 2F, - F, maps revealed the positions of the
Fe atom and 9 of the 23 residue side chains not in common with the RdCp structure. The position indicated for
the Fe atom was consistent with the strongest peaks observed in the native anomalous difference Patterson map
(not shown). Refinement of the new model usingthe geometric restraints in TNT and single
a
overall temperature
factor yielded R = 0.33. Electron-density difference maps
(F, - F, and 2F, - F,) revealed the positions of six more
residue side chains. At this point, manual adjustments
were made to the existing structure using the computer
graphics program TOM (Jones, 1978). The new model
was refined with TNT incorporating the 2,243 reflections
between 20 and 2.2 A resolution with a resulting R =
0.27. A subsequent set of electron-density difference maps
(F, - F, and 2F, - F,) established the positions of the
remaining side chains. As before, manual adjustments
were made to the model as needed.Alternating refinement
of positions and temperature factors for the complete
model including data between 20 and 2.2 A resulted in an
R-factor of 0.25.

Table 1. Data collection statistics
range

set

Data

Resolutipn
(A)

2,322
R.T.a

w-2.2

-161 "C

03-1.1

28 =4,439
200~
-161 "C
0.037
(red)d

Unique
reflections

17,366
78,073

m-1.8
45,990 00-1.5 90.9e

070

Observed

Number of
observations

0.088
66.9

7,767

81.2
87.3

18,963

Rrnerge

0.044
0.025

7,859

Room temperature, oxidized RdPf data set used for the initial molecular replacement calculations.
Complete oxidized RdPf data set collected at -161 " C ,merging data collected with the detector center at both 28 = 20'
and 28 = 60".
Low temperature, oxidized RdPf data collected with the detector center set at28 = 20" and used for structurerefinement.
Low temperature, reduced RdPf data cpllected with the detector center set at20 = 30" and used for structurerefinement.
e One hundred percent complete to 1.8 A resolution.
a
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Following the stereochemically restrained least-squares
refinement of RdPf with TNT, the slow-cooling simulated-annealing protocol of X-PLOR (Brunger et al.,
1987, 1990) was usedfor further refinement of atomic positions. Unit weights were applied to the structure factors during refinement. From a starting temperature of
4,000 K, the final temperature of 300 K was reached by
decreasing the temperature in steps of 25 K every 50 fs,
resulting in a residual of 0.26. Refinement of temperature
factors in X-PLOR, followed by another roundof simulated annealing and temperature factorrefinement, lowered the R-factor to 0.20 with root mean square (rms)
deviations from ideality in bond distances of 0.018 A and
in bond angles of 3.25".
The model was further refined againstthe data collected
at -161 "C,to a maximum resolution of 1.8 A (4,439 reflections, 87% complete). The present refinement included
all reflections with intensities greater than zero, collected
with the detector centered at 28 = 20" (corresponding to
a limiting resolution of 1.8 A).Electron-density maps calculated to higher resolutions (betweenl .8 A and l . l A resolution, including data collected with the detector set at
28 = 60") displayed anisotropic electron density that will
require additional refinement strategies to model adequately. No significant anisotropy was observed in electron-density maps calculated at 1.8 A resolution. At
present, the structure refinement, which includes the incorporation of 61 solvent HzO molecules (of approximately 120 possible, basedon volume considerations), has
resulted in a residual of R = 0.178, with rms deviations
from ideal bond lengths of 0.014 A and bond angles of
2.06'. The average temperature factors for the main chain
and the side chain atoms are 6.6 A2 and 8.9 A', respectively. Residues Glu 52 and Asp 53 at the C-terminus
and theside chains of Lys 6, Lys 28, Glu 30, Glu 3 1 , and
Glu 49 have large average Bs (>17 A
') (see Fig. 2). Two
conformations of the Glu 52 and Asp 53 side chains were
identified, although only the major conformation for each

residue was refined. The final 2F0 - F, electron-density
map in the region around Glu 14 is illustrated in Figure 3.
Estimation of the average coordinate error froma Luzzati (1952) plot was complicated by the nearly constant
value of the R-factoras a function of resolution (Fig. 4).
This is possibly a consequence of applying unit weights
to the structure factors during refinement (Adman, 1990).
If the dependence of R onresolution is examined to a limiting resolution of 1 . 1 A,where data between 1.8 A and
1 . 1 A resolution were not included inthe refinement, then
a Luzzati-type analysis (Srinivasan
& Parthasarathy, 1976)
is consistent with an average coordinate errorof -0.15 A
and a model that is -97% complete. The missing scattering matter presumably consists of partially occupied solvent molecules that have not yet been included in the
refinement.
A Ramachandranplot of the (9, $) main chain torsion
angles is shown in Figure 5 . All residues have 9, J/ angles
in allowed regions. The five residues with 4 angles near
90" are glycines.
Reduced form
The R-factor between the data fromthe reduced form
and the oxidized RdPf observed data to1.8 A is 0.43. The
corresponding R-factor with the RdPf oxidized model is
0.45. Difference Fourier maps between the observed data
from the reduced crystal and either the oxidized Fa's or
the oxidized model F,'s were very noisy and revealed no
structural differences. The model from the oxidized form,
including solvent H 2 0 oxygen atoms, was then refined
against the data from the reduced form as a rigid body
resulting in R = 0.31. The model rotated by 2.98" and
translated by up to 0.31 A along the crystallographic axes.
The stereochemically restrained individual atomic positions were refined in the next cycles, followed by refinement ofthe temperature factors. The resulting model with
R = 0.24, was used to calculate Fo - F, and 2F0 - F,
maps to evaluate the model. Again, no gross structural

h

(u

4

v

Fig. 2. Average main chain and side chain temperature factors for the oxidized form. The
main chain is shown by the solid line and the
side chain is shown by the dashed line.
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p3

changes were observed, although it became apparent that
the solvent region wouldrequire redetermination. A total
of 24 solvent HzO,all having either large temperature
factors or questionable locations, were removed. The protein without the solvent shell was
refined by simulated annealing with X-PLOR, followed by positional refinement
of both the solvent shell and protein. The refinement of
the reduced model was restricted to 1.8 A resolution for
consistency with the oxidized RdPf refinement. At present, the R-factoris 0.193, with rms deviations from ideal
bond distances and bond angles of 0.012 A and 1.95",
respectively. The reduced form of RdPf has average temperature factors for the main chain atoms of B = 7.6 A
'
and B = 9.9 A z for side chain atoms. The side chains of
the reduced RdPf with large average temperature factors ( B > 15 A2) include those mentioned above for the
oxidized form and Asp 20, Glu 31, Asp 34, and Asp 35
( B > 20 Az) (see Fig. 6). In contrast to the oxidized
model, the side chainsof residues52 and 53 appear to have
one major conformation.
Coordinates foroxidized and reduced RdPf have been
deposited withthe Protein Data Bank, file numberslCAA
and ICAD, respectively.

0'40

@ OH 137

Fig. 3. Stereo view of thefinal 2F0 F, electron-density map intheregion
around Glu 14.

Structure

Overall folding
The overall folding (see Fig. 7 and Kinemage 1) of RdPf
is very similar to the other rubredoxins that have beenrefined to high resolution (Watenpaugh et al., 1979; Sieker
et al., 1986; Frey et al., 1987; Adman et al., 1991). The
structure is made upof a three-stranded antiparallelj3-sheet
composed of residuesAla 1 to Lys 6, Gly 9 to Glu 14, and
Glu 47 to Leu 51, involving nine hydrogen bonds (see
Table 2, Fig. 8, and Kinemage 4). The hydrogen-bonding
pattern between the first and second @-strandsis interrupted by a G1 type j3 bulge (Richardson et al., 1978) that
occurs between residues Gly
9 and Tyr 10. The overall hydrogen-bonding pattern (see Table 2) is in closeagreement
with the pattern reported in the 'H-NMR secondary
structure analysis (Blake et al., 1991). The hydrophobic
core contains six aromatic residues -Trp 3, Tyr 10, Tyr 12,
Phe 29, Trp 36, and Phe 48 -as well as the hydrophobic
aliphatic residue Leu 32 (see Fig. 9 and Kinemage 3). The
aromatic residues in the hydrophobic core are nearly invariant among the known rubredoxin sequences (seeTa-

o.zoA

1I

Fig. 4. Dependence of R-factor on resolution. Theoretical curves are calculatedfor
coordinate error of 0.15 A and 0.20 A and
for a partial model containing97% of the
scattering mass with an average coordinate
error of 0.15 A. Only reflectionsin the resolution range 5-1.8 A were used in the refinement.
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turn and the glycine turn (Richardson, 1981; Richardson
& Richardson, 1989). Overlapping common turns occur
between residues 13-17, 18-22,28-32, and 44-48 (for examples, see Kinemage 4).These successive turns approximate stretches of a 310-helix and were described by
Watenpaugh et al. (1979) asforming helical corners in the
RdCp structure. Other turns include residues24-27 (forming a glycine turn) and 33-36 (forming a common turn).
Additionally, residues Asp 13 to Asp 15 form an Asx turn
(Richardson, 1981; Reeset al., 1983), which resembles a
reverse turn in which an Asp 13 side chain carboxyl oxygen forms a hydrogen bond with the amide nitrogen of
Asp 15.

++

Iron-sulfur environment
+

-180

90

0

-90

180

RII

Fig. 5. Ramachandran plot for the oxidized formof RdPf. Glycine residues are indicated by +.

ble 1) withthe exception of position 3 (this is equivalent
to position 4 in all other rubredoxins due to the lack of
an N-terminal methionine residue in RdPf), which isTrp
in RdPf and in the rubredoxin from Clostridium thermosaccharolyticum,and either Tyr or Phe in allother rubredoxins. The hydrophobic aliphatic side chain at position
32 is either Leu, Ile, or Val in all known rubredoxins.
Numerous turns are present in the RdPf structure. Of
those turns stabilized by hydrogen bonds between the CO
of residue n and the NH of residue n + 3 (Venkatachalam, 1968), the two most prevalent types are the common

The sulfur atoms of the four cysteine residuesligand the
iron atom with nearly equal bond lengths (see Table 3),
forminganapproximatelytetrahedralcoordination
sphere. As noted by Watenpaugh et al. (1979), an approximate twofold axis relates two loops of the polypeptide
chain, one consisting of residues 4-1 1, and the other of
residues 37-44 (Fig. 10; Kinemage 2).Furthermore, this
approximate twofold axis is reflected in the pattern of the
S-Fe-S bond angles (see Table 3). Additionally, the cluster environment includes six N-H Sy hydrogen bonds
(see Table 2 and Kinemage I), two to C5Sy from I7NH
and C8NH,two to C38Sy from I40NH and C41NH, and
one each to C8Sy from YlONH and to C41Sy from
A43NH. This network of hydrogen bonds also reflects the
approximate twofold symmetry about the cluster.

Comparison of oxidized and reduced forms
As noted above, there are few differences between the
structures of the oxidized and reduced forms of RdPf
(see Kinemage l), which is reflected in a rms difference
in Cct coordinates of 0.27 A. By minimizing the confor-

t

Fig. 6. Average main chain and side chain temperature factors for the reduced form. The main
chain is shown by the solid line and the side
chain is shown by the dashed line.
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Fig. 7. C a trace showing the overall folding of RdPf. The iron atom is at the top of
the molecule with the sheet to the right. The
pendant tail on the right is the C-terminus.

mational changes associated with oxidation/reduction,
electron transfer reactions involving rubredoxin should be
kinetically facilitated. Reduction of RdPf is accompanied
by an increase in the iron-sulfur bond lengths by an average of 0.04 A (see Table 3). It should be noted that these
bond lengths were not restrained during refinement, and
although the difference in bond lengths between the reduced and oxidized forms is within the estimated coordinate error, there is a consistent increase for all four of
them. There is also a decrease in the average NH . . S hydrogen bond distance by 0.09 A upon reduction (see Table 3 ) . This shortening would help stabilize the negative
charge introduced upon reduction and is consistent with
an observed shortening of the N - .S distances upon reduction of the oxidized form of the high-potential iron
protein (Carter et al., 1974). Although of doubtful functional relevance, the quantitatively most significant difference between oxidizedand reduced RdPf in the crystals
occurs at the C-terminus. The positions of the C a of
Asp 53 differ by 1.38 A between the two forms with even
larger differences observed for the side chain atoms. This
residue makes an intermolecular contact with a neighboring molecule. Additionally, there is a hydrogen bond between theamidenitrogen of Glu 52 in the reduced
molecule and the carbonyl oxygen of Ile40 in a neighboring molecule. This lattice contact is near Cys 41, which
is an iron-liganding residue. It is possible that reduction
+

of the protein in the crystalline state disturbs this lattice
contact, thereby accounting for theextremely fragile nature of the reduced crystal. None of the other intermolecular contacts exhibit a similar displacement.
Comparison to other rubredoxins
of known structure

The overall folding, the environment around the iron
atom, the hydrophobic core, and thehydrogen bonding
network of RdCp, RdDd, RdDv, RdDg, and RdPf are extremely similar. The rms deviation in the C a atomic positions between RdPf and the other rubredoxins - RdCp,
RdDd, RdDv, and RdDg- are 0.47 A , 0.69 A , 0.56 A , and
0.63 A , respectively. The deviations for the Cas of the aromatic residues in the conserved hydrophobic core are
0.29 A , 0.39 A,0.33 A,and 0.27 A,respectively. Chothia
and Lesk (1986)have observed that the coordinatedivergence, A, between two structures can be estimated from
their fractional sequence difference, H , by the relationship:
A = 0.40e'.87H,

(1)

where A is measured inA. The fractional sequence differences ( H ) between RdPf and RdCp, RdDd, RdDv, and
RdDg are 0.42 (22/52),0.55 (25/45),0.35 (18/52),and 0.35

Fig. 8. Stereo view of the hydrogen-bonding network in the 0-sheet including the hydrogen bond,
0 5 . . .N9,that defines a G-1 0-bulge.
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Table 2. Hydrogen bonds observed between protein atoms
in Pyrococcusfuriosus rubredoxin
Donor

Acceptor

W3N
V4N
C5N
K6N
G9N
Y 12N
E14N
A16N
G17N
D18N
N21N
G22N
I23N
G26N
T27N
E3 IN
L32N
W36N
C38N
G42N
E47N
F48N
E49N
L51N
E52N

Y 120

Oxidized

(A)

Table 3. Bond distances and bond angles
in the iron-sulfur cluster

Reduced (A)

Oxidized

Main chain to main chain

2.9

2.9
2.9

3.1

3.58

3

E490
Y100
E470
C50
W30
A10
Dl30
Dl30
I230
Dl80
PI90
Dl80
E 140
S240
K280
F290
P330
A430
C380
P440
K450
V40
K20
K500

2.9
2.8
2.9
2.8
2.9
2.7
3.0
2.8
3.O
3 .O
2.9
3.2
3.0
2.8
3.3
3.1
2.9

3.O

.O
2.8
2.8

Nitrogen-sulfur
3.52

Bond distances to iron ( A ) a
2.9
2.8
2.8
2.8
3.O
2.8
3.0
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
3 .O
3 .O
2.8
3.3
2.8
3.0
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
3.0
2.9
2.8
3.2

17N
C8N
Y 10N
I40N
C41N
A43N

c5sy
C5S-y
CIS7
C38Sy
C38S-y
c41sy

Y 1208
D15N
AIN
F29N
2.8
T270yl
E30N
K45NI
K45NZ

Side chain to main chain
T270
2.6
Dl3061
2.9
E14082
2.9
E14081
S240
2.8
E30082
2.7
F290
3.0
L320
2.8

2.6
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.7
2.8
2.8
3.5

W3N81
3.4
K6N
2.6 {
W 3 6 N ~18062
l
N21N62
S460y

Side chain to side chain
E14081
E49082
D
2.9
Dl8061
3.O
E47082
2.7

3.4
4.1
3 .O
3.2
2.7

3.47
3.42
3.52
3.49

Reduced

3.34
3.42
3.41
3.36
3.46
3.50

(18/51), respectively, which correspond to calculated A
values of 0.87 A, 1.13 A, 0.76 A,and 0.77 A,respectively.
Therefore, the observed structural similarities are consistent with the general degree ofsequence conservation observed in the rubredoxin family.
Despite the overall similarities, there are differences between the rubredoxin structures that may contribute to the

2.34
2.29
2.36
2.29

c5sy
C8Sy
C38S-y
c41sy

Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe

C8Sy
c5sy
C5Sy
c5sy
C8Sy
C8Sy
C38Sy

Bond angles around Fe (degrees)
Fe
113.4
Fe
C38Sy
112.0
Fe
C41Sy
102.6
Fe
C38Sy
102.2
Fe
C41Sy
115.1
Fe
c41s-y
112.1

112.2
113.8
104.7
102.7
111.4
112.6

Torsion angles about SG (degrees)
c 5 ccp5 s y
csca
169"
C8Ca
90 O
C8Cp
C8Sy
169"
C38Ca
C38Cp
C38Sy
c41ca
88
c41cp
C4ISy

179"
87'
176"
87"

Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe

2.31
2.25
2.33
2.25

a The iron-sulfur distance force constant in X-PLOR was set to
zero during refinement.

thermostability of RdPf. For the purposes of comparing
the RdPf structureto other rubredoxins, it is convenient
to focus on three features: main chain to main chain hydrogen bonds, buried surface area, and aminoacid residues unique to RdPf.In this discussion, the assumption
is made that RdPf is more stable than theother rubredoxins of knownstructure. As mentioned inthe introduction,
it appears that RdPf is more stable than RdCp (Lovenberg & Sobel, 1965) and RdDg (Papavassilou & Hatchikand
ian, 1985). No studies of the stabilities of either RdDd
RdDv have apparently been reported. Consequently, although it is reasonable to assume that RdPf is more stable than the rubredoxins from mesophilic organisms, this
has not been rigorously established.
Main chain to main chain hydrogen bonds

Relative to other rubredoxins, RdPf has a more extensive
network of main chain to main chain hydrogen bonds. In
RdPf, the &sheet hydrogen-bonding network extends up
to residue 1 (Kinemage 4), whereas in RdCp, RdDd,
RdDv, and RdDg, the hydrogen-bonding network stops
at residue 3. Extension of the hydrogen-bonding network
to the amino-terminus permits formation of two additional 0-sheet hydrogen bonds: one between the carbonyl
oxygen of Ala 1 and the amide nitrogen of Glu 14, and
the second betweenthe carbonyl oxygen of Lys 2 and the
amide nitrogen of Leu 5 1. Relative to mesophilic rubredoxins, the more extensively hydrogen-bonded &sheet in
RdPf could enhance the stability of this structure against
thermal disruption.
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Fig. 9. Stereo view of the aromatic residues
and Leu 32 that form the hydrophobic core
of RdPf.

Buried surface area
The contribution of hydrophobic interactions, AGH, to
protein stability has beencharacterized by analysis of the
amount and type ofprotein surface area that becomes buried during protein folding (Chothia, 1974). In general,
AGH is expressed asthe product of two terms: (1) the surface area of the region buriedfrom exposure to water during folding and (2) a surface free energyterm. In amethod
developed by Eisenberg and McLachlan (1986), AGH
may be expressed as
a sum involvingthe difference in solvent-accessible surface area (Richards, 1977) of the ith
atom, A i , between the folded and unfolded states, and
the surface free energy, Aq, for each atom type:
Aui[Ai(folded) - Ai(unfolded)l,

AGH =

(2)

i

where the sum is over all atoms i. The surface free energies of transfer between the protein interior and the
aqueous phase for different atom types are (in cal A-’)
Au(C) = 18, Au(N/O) = -9, Au(O-) = -37, Au(N+) =
-38, Aa(S) = -5 (Eisenberg et al., 1989). Accessible surface areas were calculated from rubredoxin coordinates
with the program ACCESS (Lee & Richards, 1971), using

van der Waals radii for various atom types taken from
Chothia (1976). The accessible surface areas of atoms in
a hypothetical unfolded state are taken from Eisenberg
et al. (1989). The results of these calculations for thefive
different rubredoxin structures are presented in Table 4.
RdPf exhibits the greatest calculated contribution to protein stability from these hydrophobic interactions, as a
consequence of burying the greatest amount of nonpolar
(carbon) surface area. The difference between AGH for
RdPf and some of the otherrubredoxin structures, most
noticeably RdCp, is not large, however, suggesting that
other factorsmust also contribute to the thermostability
of RdPf. There does not appear to be anything unusual
about the surface areas exposed to water inthe folded rubredoxin structures, as the total areas are close to those
anticipated for water-soluble globular proteins of comparable molecular weight,and the fraction of the exposed
surface contributed by carbon atoms is also typical for
water-soluble globular proteins (Miller et al., 1987). The
fraction of the buried surface area that is nonpolar in RdPf
(-70%) is greater than thatgenerally observedfor watersoluble globular proteins (-58’70) (Miller et al., 1987), but
this fraction does not vary significantly between the different rubredoxin structures.

$00

Fig. 10. Stereo view of the pseudo-twofold axis
around the iron-sulfur cluster.
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Table 4. Buried and exposed accessible surface areas for rubredoxima
Aburied

(A2)d

AGH e

+,,,I

RdPf
RdCp
RdDg
RdDv
RdDd

(A2Ib

(A2)C

3,398
3,572
3,325
2,887
3,029

1,884
1,917
1,809
1,902
1,520

C
3,637
3,580
3,438
3,335
2,997

N/O
1061,223
1291,178
1261,186
1,167
125 1,042

O-/N+
197
195
175
206
71

S

(kcal/mol)
-46.5
-45.9

-44.0
141

-41 .O
-41.2

For key to abbreviations of rubredoxins, see Figure 1 .
Total exposed surface area.
Nonpolar (carbon) exposed surface area.
Buried surface area for carbon atom (C), uncharged nitrogen/oxygen atoms (N/O), charged oxygenhitrogen atoms
(O-/N+), and sulfur atoms (S).
e Calculated contribution of hydrophobic energies to free energy of folding (Equation 2).
a

Amino acid residues unique to RdPf

The interactions of the Glu 14 side chain with groups
on three other residues: the amino terminal nitrogen of
Ala 1 , the indole nitrogen of Trp 3, and the NH group
of Phe 29 are shown in Figure 1 1 (Kinemage 5 ; the residue numbering scheme is based on the RdPf sequence
[Fig. 11). This could only occur in RdPf, as this is the only
rubredoxin of known sequence that simultaneously contains Ala 1 , Trp 3, and Glu 14. Although the Glu 14 0 ~ 1
to Trp3 NE^ distance (3.45A)is long for ahydrogen bond,
the relative orientations of these two groups indicate that
a favorableelectrostatic interaction does occur. Interestingly, the only other rubredoxin known to contain a tryptophan residue at position 3 has been isolated from the
thermophilic eubacterium C . thermosaccharolyticum
(Devanathan et al., 1969; Tanakaet al.,1971; Fig. 1). This
rubredoxin does not contain Glu 14, however. The only
other rubredoxin to contain a glutamate at position 14
(isolated from Megasphaera elsdenii[Fig. 11) contains neither Ala 1 nor Trp 3. The presence ofthis residue in RdPf
that interconnects Ala 1 , Trp 3, Glu 14, and Phe 29 is consistent with the idea that an increased number of salt
bridges and other electrostatic interactions can enhance

thermostability (Perutz, 1978). The presence of another
residue uniquely found in RdPf (Lys 6 ) is also consistent
with this idea, as this side chain is observed to form asalt
bridge with the Glu 49 side chain.
Thermodynamic origins of hyperthermostability

A central issue in the analysis of hyperthermostable proteins concerns the thermodynamic details of protein stability. A fundamental, yet presently unanswered, question
is the degree to which the stabilities of hyperthermostable
proteins are enhanced relative to mesophilic proteins. Calorimetric techniques are the method of choice for addressing questions of protein stability. Although detailed
calorimetric studies of the stability of hyperthermophilic
proteins have not been described, some general considerations may be derived from the behavior of small, watersoluble, mesophilic proteins (Privalov,1979, 1989; Privalov
& Gill, 1988). Thermodynamically, the unfolding of these
proteins can often be characterized in terms of a transition between two states, the native (N) and an unfolded,
denatured form (D). The free energy of unfolding from
the N to D states, AGND, is often observed to be about
10-15 kcal/mol under conditions of maximal stability.

Fig. 11. Stereo viewof the hydrogen bonds and
salt bridge formed by Glu 14.
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The unfolding transitionis associated with a large, positive change in the heat capacity,AC,, which reflects exposure of apolar groups to water during unfolding.To a
first approximation, AC, is temperature independent, although this assumptionbecomes less valid at higher temperatures where AC, decreases.
For a two-state process with constant AC,, AGND may
be expressed as:

For the hypothetical “typical” water-soluble protein,
AH, = 1 0 0 kcal/mol, T, = 340 K, and AC, = 2 kcal/
mol/K, giving T* = 290 K and AGND(T*)= 7.4 kcall
mol. The corresponding quantities for hyperthermostable proteins are unknown, except that T, > 370 K.
Based on these considerations, hyperthermostability can
in principle be achieved by some combinationof increasing AH, and/or decreasing A S , and/or AC,. There are
few a priori restrictionson how these changesare accomplished, provided that AH,/AS, = T, > -370 K. Possible mechanisms for enhancing the thermostability of
proteins by alterations in AH,, AS,, and AC, will be
briefly discussed. The emphasis in thisdiscussion is on in- AC,
T,
- T 1 -In ,
(3)
teractions that stabilize the native state, since these can
in principle be characterizedfrom thenative structure. It
where Tmis the transition temperature for unfolding dur- is also possible, however, that proteinstability reflects coning heat denaturation (the temperature atwhich AGND =
tributions from unfolded forms (Dill & Shortle, 1991) that
0); and AH, is the enthalpy change at T,. The entropy
cannot be addressed in this study.
change at T, is given by AS, = AH,/T,. Assuming AC,
is temperature independent, AGND is completely specified
AH,
by the three parameters, T,, AHm, and AC,, or equivaThe temperature dependence of the specific enthalpy
lently, AH,, AS,, and AC,. The dependence of AGND
of unfolding (enthalpy per gram)
of several small, globuon T for a given set of solution conditions (pH, ionic
lar proteins intersectat a common value of about 13 cal/g
strength, etc.) defines the stability curve for
a protein
at a temperature T - 110 “C.Privalov (1979) has suggested
(Becktel & Schellman, 1987).
that this interceptrepresents the contribution to protein
The dependence of AGND on AH,, T,, and AC, can
stabilization from nonhydrophobic sources, such as hybe more easily appreciated from an approximate expresdrogen bonding, and that the
value of 13 cal/g is characsion derived by expanding Equation3 to second order in
teristic of compact, globular proteins. The ironligation
(T, - T ) :
presumably provides a strong, stabilizing interaction for
the native state, althoughgiven the similarity in metal sites
between different rubredoxins, this would not beexpected
to provide the dominantmechanism of thermostability in
RdPf relative to other rubredoxins. The observation that
the RdPfhas a more extensive hydrogen-bonding network
- T2[%].
within the proteinthan otherrubredoxins of known structure suggests that this may contribute to thestability by
This quadratic formimplies that there are, in general, two
increasing the enthalpy of unfolding.
temperatures for which AGND = 0: one at T = T, (heat
denaturation), characterized by AHm, A S , > 0, and a
Asm
lower temperature T = T, - 2[ AHm/AC,](cold denaUnder conditions whereAGND is pH independent, the
turation), characterized by AH,, AS, < 0. The process
entropy of unfolding will consist of contributions from
of cold denaturation has been experimentally observed
two sources (Privalov, 1979): (1) the change in the num(Privalov, 1990). Consequently, within the framework of ber of conformational degrees of freedom upon unfoldthis approximate treatment, thenative form of a protein ing, and ( 2 ) hydration effects arising from exposure of
is thermodynamically stable over a temperature range
buried groups to water. Substitutions forglycines and proAT 2[AH,/AC,].
lines within a sequence have been proposed as a mechaFrom Equation 4,the temperatureof greatest protein
nism to alter proteinstability by manipulating the entropy
stability, T * , for AC, > 0, occurs when
of the unfolded state (Nemethy et al.,
1966; Hecht et al.,
1986; Matthews et al., 1987). Two such changes occur
within the rubredoxin family that may be relevantto the
stability of RdPf: residue 14, which is Glu in RdPf, but
Pro in nearly every other rubredoxin; and residue 44,
with the free energy of maximal stability given by:
which is Pro in both RdPf and RdDv, but Gly in RdCp
and Ser in RdDg and RdDd. The first change, substituAH:
AH,AS,
tion
of Glu 14 for Pro in RdPf, would be expected to
AGND(T*)
2TmACp] =
2AC,
*
(6)
decrease thermostability by increasing A S , by up to2.4

[

(:))I

(

-

[

~

[

]
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cal/mol/K (equivalent to decreasing - T, AS, by almost
1 kcal/mol), but this could be offset by favorable energetic interactions between Glu14 and three other residues.
Incorporation of Pro 44 into RdPf could stabilizethe protein by decreasing A S , up to 4 cal/mol/K (corresponding
to increasing -T,AS, by about 2.4 kcal/mol). Hence,
this latter substitution might reasonably contribute to the
stability of RdPf. Contributions to unfolding entropy
from hydration effects are discussed in the next section.
AC,
The large AC, associated with the unfolding of small,
globular, mesophilic proteins is believed to reflect the involvement of hydrophobic interactions in protein stability.
For example, the magnitude of AC, has been shown to
be proportional to the number of nonpolar contacts within
a protein (Privalov, 1979) or equivalently, to the amount
of nonpolar surface areaburied within a protein (Livingston et al., 1991). As noted by Privalov and Gill (1988),
however, the phenomenon of cold denaturation reflects
the decreased stability of a protein as AC, increases. For
example, a protein for which AC, I0 would not undergo
cold denaturation. Consequently, a decrease in AC, for
protein unfolding will contribute to anincrease in protein
stability (Equation 6). In principle, a decrease in AC,
could be accomplished by either minimizing the exposure
of apolar groups to water during unfolding (which is associated with a positive AC,), or by increasing the contribution of unfolding processes that areassociated with
negative AC, (such as the exposure of charged groups
during unfolding [Sturtevant, 19771). There is no compelling evidence for the contributionof either mechanism to
the stability of RdPf. Because the amount of nonpolar surface area calculated in RdPf to be buried upon folding is
similar to other proteins of comparable size, AC, associated with hydrophobic effects should also be similar
(Livingston et al., 1991). Furthermore, the observation
that only approximately two intramolecular salt bridges
are present in the different rubredoxins (about that expected for atypical protein the size ofrubredoxin) (Barlow
& Thornton, 1983) indicates that exposure of charged
groups duringunfolding will not make a significant contribution to AC,.
Although there are a few more hydrogen bonds and
somewhat more nonpolar surface area estimated to be
buried upon folding in RdPfthan other rubredoxins, there
is no evidence for large differences in the number of stabilizing interactions, or for new types of interactions that
are responsible for RdPf stability. This suggests that it is
unlikely that there are enormousdifferences in stabilization energies for RdPfrelative to mesophilic rubredoxins.
Although these considerations are qualitative, it would
seem that AH,, AS,, and AC, for RdPf are more likely
to be within a factorof 2 of the values for mesophilic rubredoxins, than to differ by more than afactor of 10. From
Equation 6 , this implies that the maximum stability of

RdPf relativeto mesophilic rubredoxinsis also more likely
to be within a factorof 2 than to
be greater than a factor
of 10. It is, of course, imperative that these qualitative
speculations be replaced with actual experimental values
for rubredoxin stabilities.

Conclusions
Hyperthermostability in RdPf is achieved with minimal
alterations to the basic rubredoxinfold. Strikingly, thehydrophobic core of RdPf exhibits significant sequence
conservation and structural similarity with the rubredoxins
from mesophilic organisms. Most of the unique interactions that occur in RdPf, and which presumably contribute to the stability of this protein, involve electrostatic
interactions between groups near the protein surface. This
suggests that protein thermostability can be accomplished
by appropriate modification of surface residues. From a
practical standpoint, this should be more easily accomplished than alterations to the protein interior. Of critical need in the analysis of protein thermostability are
quantitative experimental studiesusing homologous mesophilic and hyperthermophilic proteins, that address such
basic questions as “HOWstable are (hyper)thermostable
proteins and why?” A combination of calorimetric, structural and molecular biological studiesof hyperthermostable proteins holds great promise for both defining the
structural origins of protein stability and permitting its rational modification.
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